Evolution of
Mobile Communications

Enhanced Voices Services (EVS): 3GPP’s High Quality
Communication Codec for VoLTE
EVS is the next-generation 3GPP communication codec
designed for VoLTE (Voice over LTE) services. It enables
phone calls with Full-HD Voice quality, bringing call fidelity
up to the same level as today’s other digital media services.
Integrating state-of-the-art speech and audio coding
technology, EVS removes the limitations of bandlimited
and voice-centric codecs that were previously used in
mobile communications.
Full-HD Voice audio quality
EVS delivers unprecedented quality for speech, background music and mixed content for narrow-, wide-,
superwide- and full-band services, outperforming the

audio quality of today’s mobile phone calls and over-thetop communication services.
High efficiency and versatility
EVS offers a wide range of bit rates from 5.9 kbit/s to
128 kbit/s, allowing service providers to optimize network
capacity and call quality as desired for their service. Bit
rates for narrow- and wideband start at 5.9 kbit/s, while
superwideband Full-HD Voice audio quality is supported
from 9.6 kbit/s on. EVS also significantly improves the
audio quality over legacy codecs at popular mobile bit
rates such as 13.2 kbit/s and 24 kbit/s.

Reliable service

Backward-compatible to existing VoLTE services

Mobile network services such as VoLTE or Voice over WiFi

The codec’s integrated AMR-WB interoperability mode

can be affected by packet loss issues, resulting in a ne-

eliminates the need for a separate AMR-WB implementa-

gative impact on speech intelligibility. EVS utilizes unique

tion allowing the signal to quickly switch between VoLTE

concealment techniques to minimize the impact of packet

(4G) and circuit switched networks (3G) when network

loss caused by adverse conditions in the transmission

conditions warrant a transition.

channel.

The AAC-ELD Family: The Audio Codecs of Choice for
High Quality Communication Services
The AAC communication codec family with its three

Efficient

members AAC-LD, AAC-ELD and AAC-ELDv2 stands for

AAC-ELD delivers the best combination of low delay, low

maximum speech and sound quality, raising the audio

bit-rates and excellent audio quality for your telecom-

quality for any communication application to the same

munication devices, services and applications. The codec

level we expect today from our digital media.

supports the full audio frequency range and is entirely
compliant with Full-HD Voice quality expectations.

Established
The codecs of the AAC-ELD family define the standard for

Available

high quality audio in video conferencing systems, as well

Fraunhofer IIS offers optimized implementations for all

as in consumer video telephony applications such as Apple

major platforms. AAC-ELD is available in iOS, OS X and

FaceTime. Thanks to the native integration of AAC-ELD

Android.

in iOS and Android, app developers and service providers
can easily build communication apps with CD-comparable
communication quality.
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